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Abstract: Based on the perspective of modern education reform, university organization workers should fully realize the 
importance of innovating grass-roots party building work.Student party branch, as an important part of grass-roots organizations, 
needs to greatly enhance the attention and attention to the construction of student party branch, so as to innovate the construction 
mode and construction content of student party branch under the guidance of advanced ideas, so as to create a good atmosphere 
of ideological and political education.In view of this, university organization workers should hold high the banner of socialism 
with Chinese characteristics, strengthen ideological guidance, carry out the construction of student party branch innovatively and 
innovatively, so as to highlight their role in consolidating the battle fortress of grass-roots organizations and arming the thought of 
student party members. 
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Foreword
Into the new era, the State Council and the CPC Central Committee jointly issued on strengthening the opinions of college 

students’ ideological and political education and policies, which made it clear that to fully withdraw the political advantages of the 
communist party of China, organizational advantage, it is necessary to strengthen the ideological and political work, including the 
student party branch is the most basic organization, therefore, should take novel and eff ective construction ideas to optimize the 
student party branch organization, so, not only can achieve ideological and political education work goal, also can improve the grass-
roots party organization construction, guarantee course teaching and daily management smoothly. 

1.  The urgent requirement of the construction of college student Party branch
1.1  The need to improve the party spirit of student Party members

After understanding, some student party members in some student branches have the party membership motivation is not pure 
enough, the consciousness of serving the people is not active enough, the party members lack of fi rmness attitude and so on. Investigate 
its fundamental, because the ideological consciousness is not strong enough, which is mainly manifested in the following points: 
First, the lack of political literacy. Combined with practical research, many student party members have not formed a fi rm socialist 
ideals and beliefs, the understanding of the socialist system is not deep enough, the understanding is not comprehensive enough, 
and ultimately make their decision on the deployment of the higher party organization eff ect is not good, do not fully compare the 
obligations of party members to practice the standard requirements of qualifi ed party members. Second, the lack of a theoretical basis. 
Many students party members in the marxist theory class did not invest plenty of time and energy, the marxism theory research is not 
deep, learn not thoroughly, the party constitution learning consciousness is not consciously, eventually with the new era of socialism 
with Chinese characteristics to arm their own mind and guide their own behavior. Generally speaking, some student party members 
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still have not advanced enough, consciousness is not deep enough.[1]

1.2  Consolidate the role of the party branch grass-roots fortress needs
Colleges and universities should fully realize that the grass-roots Party organization is the cornerstone of the leadership of 

the Communist Party of China, therefore, we should increase the construction of the student party branch, this grass-roots Party 
organization, so as to avoid the phenomenon of the student party branch, and effectively enhance the appeal and influence of the 
party branch. In the process of building the student party branch, branch members should be based on the political height, constantly 
permeate “party, party, party” ideology, and on the basis of considering the student learning pressure, organize party members to 
adhere to the political discipline and rules, adhere to the party spirit and principle, under the guidance of “advanced nature and purity” 
constantly improve their own political accomplishment and political ability, eventually can consolidate the party branch of basic 
fortress, show the student party branch’s political responsibility and era mission.

2.  The Practical Path of building the College Student Party Branch in the New Era
2.1  Armed theoretical knowledge, to lay a solid ideological foundation

First, to carry out the theoretical knowledge explanation. Grass-roots party branch secretaries should fully realize that Marxist 
theory has rich thought, profound connotation and careful logic. Marxist theory itself has a significant guiding role and infectious 
effect. As a college student party member, in order to strengthen their own Marxist and socialist concept, they should carefully study 
the original work, dig the content, grasp the essence, so as to accurately grasp the profound connotation and development logic of 
the thought of socialism with Chinese characteristics for the new era, and then constantly improve their own level of Marxist theory. 
Second, improve the students’ knowledge and theory system. Colleges and universities should try to help students to deepen their 
understanding of theory, doctrine and methods on the basis of understanding the basic principles of Marxism. In this process, we 
should focus on stimulating students’ problem awareness, so that they can deepen the depth of learning under the problem orientation.

2.2  Keep good political discipline and build a contingent of cadres
First, strengthen the intensity of daily education management. Colleges and universities should require student party members 

to participate in party branch activities such as three meetings, organizational life, democratic evaluation and centralized study 
according to the specific requirements of the regulations on party member management work, so that students can constantly adjust 
their ideological attitude and psychological state while learning theories systematically.Therefore, the student party branch should 
carry out one-to-one ideological guidance work for individual party members, so as to improve the effectiveness of daily education 
and stimulate the vitality and vitality of grass-roots Party organizations. Second, improve the student party member development 
system. Colleges and universities should try to integrate theoretical study and practice organically, in order to help students deepen 
the cognition and application of theoretical knowledge, therefore, the student party branch can organize activists to participate in 
public welfare social activities, to help activists sublimate thought, accumulate practical experience and strengthen the party spirit 
consciousness.In addition, the assessment mechanism of probationary party members should be further improved, and the theoretical 
study, daily life and ideological level requirements standards of probationary party members should be detailed and specific, so as to 
give them a fair and comprehensive evaluation.

3.  Epilogue
In short, the new era of university grassroots party organizations should take novel and effective measures to further improve 

the student party branch construction work, through armed theoretical knowledge, keep political discipline, build the cadre team; 
strengthen political responsibility, highlight the exemplary role; standardize organizational activities, innovate organizational life, 
aiming to create a good ideological and political education atmosphere, improve the cohesion and combat effectiveness of the 
grassroots party organizations, create strong conditions for the subsequent course teaching and student management, and promote the 
healthy and comprehensive development of students.
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